The outer crust of non-accreting cold neutron stars consists of electrons and nuclei. The latter are arranged in a body-centered-cubic (bcc) lattice. The outer crust of cold neutron stars begins at a mass density of about ρ ≃ 10 4 g/cm 3 , where 56 Fe is the ground state. With increasing mass density, it is not the true ground state anymore because the nuclei capture electrons, emit neutrinos and become neutron richer. The outer crust of cold neutron stars ends when the neutron drip point is reached at ρ ≃ 4.3 · 10 11 g/cm 3 . In Ref.
The outer crust of non-accreting cold neutron stars consists of electrons and nuclei. The latter are arranged in a body-centered-cubic (bcc) lattice. The outer crust of cold neutron stars begins at a mass density of about ρ ≃ 10 4 g/cm 3 , where 56 Fe is the ground state. With increasing mass density, it is not the true ground state anymore because the nuclei capture electrons, emit neutrinos and become neutron richer. The outer crust of cold neutron stars ends when the neutron drip point is reached at ρ ≃ 4.3 · 10 11 g/cm 3 . In Ref. [1] , we used the model of Baym, Pethick, and Sutherland (BPS) [2] in order to obtain the equation of state and the sequence of nuclei in the outer crust of nonaccreting cold neutron stars. For our investigation, we used up-to-date and state-of-the-art experimental [3] and theoretical nuclear models. We studied the differences of various nuclear models concerning the neutron dripline, magic neutron numbers, the equation of state, and the sequence of nuclei in the outer crust of non-accreting cold neutron stars. We utilize modern Skyrme Hartree-FockBogoliubov (HFB) parameterisations as well as relativistic nuclear fi eld theoretical ones for exploring effects of pairing and deformation of nuclei on the sequence of nuclei and the location of the dripline. We fi nd that deformations have a crucial effect on the sequence of nuclei in the outer crust of non-accreting cold neutron stars.
In Fig. 1 , we present the main result of our work [1] , the sequences of nuclei in the outer crust of non-accreting cold neutron stars which are obtained by using the most modern nuclear models: SLy4 and BSk8 are Skyrme HFB mass tables, NL3 and TMA relativistic mean-fi eld parameter sets, and FRDM stands for the newest version of the fi niterange-droplet model. The neutron driplines appear to have a nearly linear behaviour extending (Z, N ) ≃ (20, 46) to (Z, N ) ≃ (50, 108). At the magic neutron number 82, the neutron driplines suddenly change their slope and rise vertically from (Z, N ) = (36, 82) to (Z, N ) = (40, 82). At N = 82, the neutron driplines of all most modern nuclear models are notably close to each other. But there are differences in the regions of the nuclide chart where Z ≃ 28 and N ≃ 62: If one compares the neutron driplines from the mass tables of sets TMA and NL3 which includes ef- * We thank Thomas Bürvenich, Thomas Cornelius, Stefan Schramm, and Lisheng Geng for providing the mass tables of the relativistic nuclear models used in this research project and J. A. Maruhn and P. G. Reinhard for useful discussions. This work is supported by the Gesellschaft für Schwerionenforschung (GSI) via the program " Fremde F&E-Mittel" in the research project OF/SAF " Struktur von neutronenreichen, exotischen Kernen in der Kruste von Neutronensternen" .
† ruester@th.physik.uni-frankfurt.de ‡ hempel@astro.uni-frankfurt.de § schaffner@astro.uni-frankfurt.de Figure 1 : Nuclear chart for state-of-the-art models from Table 1 in Ref. [1] and their neutron driplines. The crosses mark the known nuclei taken from the atomic mass table of Ref. [3] . The thick lines and points show the sequence of nuclei in the outer crust of non-accreting cold neutron stars.
fects from deformations, then one can see that their neutron driplines differ by ∆Z = 4 and ∆N = 16. There are also differences of similar range for the neutron driplines at (Z, N ) ≃ (44, 100) if one compares the model TMA with SLy4 and NL3. The sequences of nuclei from all most modern nuclear models follow the magic neutron numbers 50 and 82 being located for a substantial part of the sequence on top of each other. Only the sequence of nuclei for the Skyrme set BSk8 shows a shift to larger proton numbers with ∆Z max = 4. The sets BSk8 and NL3 have one nucleus in their sequence with N = 52. The endpoint of the sequence of nuclei for all the modern mass tables studied here is surprisingly similar and happens to be at Z = 34-38 with N = 82 (N = 84 for the set NL3) partially refl ecting the fact that the neutron driplines of the models under study coincide in this region of the nuclear chart.
The sequence of neutron-rich nuclei in Fig. 1 are in reach to be measured by the FAIR facility at GSI.
